Previous theories on the effective size of age-structured populations assumed a constant environment and, usually, a constant population size and age structure. We derive formulas for the variance effective size of populations subject to fluctuations in age structure and total population size produced by a combination of demographic and environmental stochasticity. Haploid and monoecious or dioecious diploid populations are analyzed. Recent results from stochastic demography are employed to derive a two-dimensional diffusion approximation for the joint dynamics of the total population size, N, and the frequency of a selectively neutral allele, p . The infinitesimal variance for p , multiplied by the generation time, yields an expression for the effective population size per generation. This depends on the current value of N, the generation time, demographic stochasticity, and genetic stochasticity due to Mendelian segregation, but is independent of environmental stochasticity. A formula for the effective population size over longer time intervals incorporates deterministic growth and environmental stochasticity to account for changes in N .
C
ONCEPTS of effective population size are fundabers (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1969 Crow and Kimura 1970; mental for understanding evolutionary dynamics Caballero 1994; Frankham 1995) . For populations at the molecular and phenotypic levels (Ewens 1979;  that change in size, Crow (1954) and Crow and DenLande 1979 , 1985 , 1986 Kimura 1983) and for applicaniston (1988) distinguished the variance effective size tions in conservation biology (Lande and Barrow-(governing the sampling variance of allele frequency clough 1987; Nunney and Elam 1994; Lande 1995;  per generation) from the inbreeding effective size (govCreel 1998; Nunney 2000) . The effective size of a popuerning the expected rate of increase in identity by delation, N e , determines the expected rate of random gescent), noting that in any generation the former denetic drift, increase in inbreeding coefficients, and loss pends mainly on the number of offspring whereas the of selectively neutral heterozygosity, each of which is prolatter depends mainly on the number of parents (see portional to 1/(2N e ) per generation for a diploid autoalso Malécot 1969; Crow and Kimura 1970; Ewens somal locus. Effective population size also interacts with 1982). selection to influence the fixation probabilities of adOverlapping generations and age structure considervantageous and deleterious mutations (Wright 1931, ably complicate the calculation of effective population 1969).
size. Nearly all real populations have overlapping generWright (1931) defined the effective size of a populaations; even annual plants typically have a soil seed bank tion as that which produces the same rate of random with variable seed dormancy and delayed germination, genetic drift as in an ideal population of constant size, and monocarpic plants and semelparous animals such N, composed of monoecious diploid individuals reproas salmon have variable age at maturity, which causes ducing by random sampling of gametes with discrete, generations to overlap (Nunney 2002; Waples 2002; nonoverlapping generations (implying an approxiVitalis et al. 2004) . Age structure can strongly influence mately Poisson distribution of family sizes). In an ideal effective population size because differences in individpopulation half of the random genetic drift is caused ual life span often augment the variance in lifetime by Mendelian segregation, and half is produced by varireproductive success (Clutton-Brock 1988 ; Newton ance in family size (Crow and Kimura 1970) . In real 1989) . Formulas for effective population size with overpopulations N e generally is substantially smaller than N, lapping generations have been derived by several auoften by an order of magnitude, because of uneven sex thors (Felsenstein 1971; Hill 1972 Hill , 1979 ; Emigh and ratio, excess variance in family size (greater than the Pollak 1979; Pollak 1980 Pollak , 2000 Nunney 1991 Nunney , 1993 mean) , and temporal fluctuations in population numOrive 1993; reviewed by Caballero 1994), all of whom assumed a constant environment and, usually, a constant population size and age structure. , where the superscript T indicates nation of demographic and environmental stochasticity. matrix transposition. With annual censuses just after Demographic stochasticity occurs because of chance reproduction and no density regulation, the population events of reproduction and mortality that are indepenvector in the next year is projected by the matrix multident among individuals, which produces random flucplication LN, where tuations in population growth rate primarily in small populations. Environmental stochasticity exerts similar impacts on the survival and reproduction of all individuals (of a given age and sex), causing population growth rate to fluctuate substantially in populations of all sizes.
(1) For populations with synchronized annual reproduction these stochastic effects can be described by the demographic and environmental variances that can be estimated, respectively, from the variance of individual fitness within years and the variance in mean fitness among This has the form of a Leslie matrix but with age-specific years (Engen et al. 1998; Lande et al. 2003) . Demographic "vital rates" of annual reproduction, B i , and survival, S i , and environmental stochasticity produces fluctuations that fluctuate through time because of demographic in both the age structure and total size of a population and environmental stochasticity (Leslie 1945; Caswell (Tuljapurkar 1990; Lande et al. 2003) . Accounting for 1989 Accounting for , 2001 ). these effects is essential for calculating the effective size Tuljapurkar derived approximate formulas for the of a population with overlapping generations.
expected growth rate of ln N, also known as the long-run Here we utilize recent theories from stochastic degrowth rate, and its environmental variance, assuming a mography to derive general formulas for the variance large population size and neglecting demographic stoeffective size of an age-structured population. We first chasticity. His approximation for the long-run growth consider a haploid population, then a monoecious diprate is ln Ϫ e 2 /2, which depends on two parameters, loid population, and finally a diploid population with (i) the asymptotic multiplicative growth rate of the popseparate sexes. In each case we derive the effective popuulation in the average environment, , which is the domilation size per generation from the product of the genernant eigenvalue of the projection matrix in the average ation time and the sampling variance per unit time in environment, containing the time-averaged vital rates, the frequency of a selectively neutral allele, obtained and (ii) the environmental variance, e 2 , which is the from the infinitesimal variance in a diffusion approxisummation of the environmental variances and covarimation. Consequently, these basic formulas for N e deances of the vital rates weighted by the sensitivities of scribe the effective population size at a given time, rather with respect to small changes in the vital rates, than across a longer time span during which population size may fluctuate considerably. We conclude by show-
ing how the basic formulas for effective population size can be extended to account for fluctuations in popula- (Tuljapurkar 1982 (Tuljapurkar , 1990 Caswell 1989 Caswell , 2001 . In this tion size over longer time intervals.
formula i denotes a nonzero element in the projection matrix and Cov e represents the environmental compo-HAPLOID POPULATION nent of the covariance. Lande and Orzack (1988) showed that the long-run We briefly review recent results in stochastic demogragrowth rate and the environmental variance can be emphy using female-biased models counting only mothers ployed, respectively, as the infinitesimal mean and inand daughters. Such models are directly applicable to finitesimal variance in a diffusion approximation for ln genotypic evolution in haploid or asexual (all female) N. Engen et al. (2005) generalized this approach to inpopulations or in haploid sex-linked loci in the heteroclude both demographic and environmental stochasgametic sex of dioecious populations. In all demographic ticity in the density-independent growth of an age-strucmodels the discrete time unit is taken as one year, but tured population. Writing the demographic variance as N e is always calculated in units of genetic generation d 2 , they showed that the expected rate of increase of time.
ln N is approximately ln Ϫ e 2 /2 Ϫ d 2 /(2N), which Stochastic demography background: For a densitycan be employed as the infinitesimal mean in a diffusion independent age-structured population in a fluctuating approximation for ln N, with infinitesimal variance environment, Cohen (1977 Cohen ( , 1979 and Tuljapurkar e 2 ϩ d 2 /N. (1982, 1990) analyzed the stochastic dynamics of ln N, the natural logarithm of total population size, N ϭ ͚N i , Components of the demographic variance can be spe-cified as follows. Let the number of offspring produced generations, the variance effective size (Crow 1954 
substituting the above formula for the infinitesimal vari- (Engen et al. 2005) , where (u 0 , u 1 , . . . , u k )
T is the stable ance produces the effective population size per generaage distribution and s k ϭ c k ϭ 0. The demographic varition, ance, d
2 , is the summation of the demographic variances and covariances of the vital rates weighted by the sensi-
(4a) tivities of with respect to small changes in the vital rates and inversely weighted by the relative frequency of each Although environmental stochasticity does not influage class. Expressions for the stable age distribution and ence the effective population size at any given moment, the sensitivity coefficients appear in appendix b.
it does produce fluctuations in the total population size Using the transformation formulas for the infinitesithat decrease N e measured over longer time intervals, mal moments of a one-dimensional diffusion process as shown in the last section. (appendix a), the diffusion for ln N can be transformed This formula agrees with previous expressions derived to a diffusion for the total population size, N, which has by Felsenstein (1971) , where r ϭ ln . Accuracy of the diffusion approxition and sensitivity coefficients in appendix b to rewrite mation requires that r is small in magnitude so that r Ϸ the demographic variance (Equation 3), assuming no Ϫ 1 (Lande et al. 2003) .
covariance between age-specific survival and reproducEffective population size: These results suggest a tion within years, c i ϭ 0, the effective population size straightforward method of deriving the effective size of becomes a haploid age-structured population in a fluctuating environment. Consider a particular allele at a selectively
neutral locus in such a population with no density regulation. Let Z be the number of individuals carrying the allele, and let Y be the number of individuals without where b is the average per capita reproductive rate and the allele, so that the total population size is N ϭ Y ϩ v iϩ1 is the reproductive value of age class i ϩ 1. In the Z and the allele frequency is p ϭ Z/(Y ϩ Z). Diffusion numerator Nb is the number of newborns entering the approximations for Z and Y have the same form with population per year. Assuming reproduction by random identical parameters as for the total population, but sampling of gametes within each age class, the number with infinitesimal means and variances having Z and Y, of progeny from parents of each age has a Poisson distrirespectively, in place of N. These variables experience bution with 2 i ϭ b i . In the denominator the summation the same sequence of environments, so their infinitesiof the first term in brackets then becomes 1 (by the mal covariance is e 2 YZ. The bivariate diffusion process Euler-Lotka equation, appendix b). Further assuming for Z and Y can be transformed to a bivariate diffusion a constant population size and age structure, ϭ 1, for N and p (appendix a). We find that the allele freproduces Felsenstein's formula for the effective size of quency p has infinitesimal mean 0, reflecting the seleca haploid population in a constant environment. The tive neutrality of the allele, and infinitesimal variance numerator in Hill's formula is the same, but the denomi-
2 /N, with no infinitesimal covariance nator is then the variance in lifetime reproductive sucbetween p and N. Note that the environmental variance cess. Charlesworth (1980) showed that these apparmakes no contribution to the infinitesimal mean or ently different expressions are equivalent. Felsenstein variance of p because by definition at any given moment (1971) also derived a formula essentially similar to (4b) environmental stochasticity exerts identical effects on for a growing haploid population in a constant environselectively neutral genotypes. ment with a Poisson distribution of reproduction, or at most one offspring per individual, in each age class. In a haploid population with discrete, nonoverlapping Figure 1 .-Distributions of frequency of a neutral allele, p, and the natural log of total population size, ln N, in a density-independent age-structured population, as functions of time. Solid lines show quantiles of the distributions based on 10,000 simulations of the full age-structured model. Dotted lines show corresponding quantiles of the distributions based on 10,000 simulations of the two-dimensional diffusion approximation (see text). In each time unit all offspring of a given female are fathered by the same male, the number of offspring for each female is Poisson distributed, and females mate at random within the general constraint of their preference for males of different ages (appendix c). The expected proportion of females at birth is q ϭ 0.5. Genotypes at a selectively neutral locus are initially in Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium for each age and sex class. Female fecundities are multiplied by a common stochastic environmental factor that is lognormally distributed with mean 1 and variance 0.1. Left (top and bottom), a life history with four age classes. Mean survival rates of females for age 0-3 are 0.6, 0.8, 0.7, and 0, and mean fecundities are 0, 0, 2, and 3. Males have identical survival rates, and female preferences for males of age 0-3 are proportional to 0, 1, 2, and 2. Initial total numbers of individuals in the four age classes are 200, 180, 150, and 120. These parameters give the constant coefficients ϭ 0.9954, T ϭ 3.51, Several classical demographic parameters that appear form as Equation 1, we define B i as the mean number of offspring per parent produced through female funcin our formulas for effective population size, including the multiplicative growth rate, , and generation time, tion by the N i monoecious individuals in the ith age class. The proportion surviving from age i to i ϩ 1 is S i . T, apply to a population in a constant environment with a stable age distribution. This is justified because the Initially we consider a rare allele at a selectively neutral locus in a large population (as in Pollak 2000) so stochastic demographic theories reviewed above, in which these parameters naturally arise, and the diffusion thethat all individuals carrying the allele are heterozygotes; later we demonstrate that the results also apply to interory to which they have been applied assume small or moderate fluctuations in the vital rates, so that stochastic mediate allele frequencies. Let Z ϭ (Z 0 , Z 1 , . . . , Z k ) T be the population vector for individuals with this allele, deviations from the deterministic parameters usually are not very large (Lande et al. 2003) . Stochastic simulations and write Z for the sum of these elements. The expected dynamics of Z is then given by the expected projection of a full age-structured model demonstrate explicitly that under this assumption such formulas have good matrix EL and is the same as the expected dynamics of N. The stochastic processes for N and Z also have identiaccuracy (Engen et al. 2005 , and see Figure 1 ).
cal environmental stochasticity, but differ in their demographic stochasticity because of additional components MONOECIOUS DIPLOID POPULATION in Z due to random sampling of alleles in Mendelian segregation. In contrast to standard population genetic models of monoecious or hermaphroditic populations, we assume For diploid populations we extend the application of stochastic demography to obtain an approximation for that reproduction is controlled (or limited) by the female function of monoecious individuals and allow agethe sampling variance per unit time in the frequency of a rare allele. This involves deriving the demographic specific reproduction to differ through female and male functions. This is not only more realistic for most dioecious variance in Z, the subpopulation of heterozygotes containing the rare allele, which we denote as d,g 2 because plants and hermaphroditic animals, but is also conveniently consistent with classical demographic models for it contains components from both demographic stochasticity and Mendelian segregation. populations with separate sexes, which are female biased (appendix b). Using a projection matrix of the same Before analyzing the influence of Mendelism, we show that environmental stochasticity has no influence on the Note that the b mi cannot be chosen arbitrarily but are constrained by the values of the b i because the total neutral allele frequency. Consider a large population, of sufficient size to neglect demographic stochasticity, number of offspring produced through paternal and maternal function must be the same. 
We now turn to the influence of Mendelian segregaApproximating the dynamics of the frequency of the tion. Suppose that a rare heterozygous individual in age rare allele p ϭ Z/(2N) as a diffusion process, the infiniclass i produces y offspring as a mother in the next time tesimal mean is 0, reflecting that the allele is selectively unit and has survival J i , with Pr(J i ϭ 1) ϭ s i and Pr( J i ϭ neutral, and the infinitesimal variance is
The number of rare alleles that this individ-
Multiplying the infinitesimal variance by the genetic ual contributes as a mother in the next time unit to the generation time and equating this to the sampling vari0th age class, say y f , conditioned on y, is then binomially ance in the frequency of a neutral allele in an ideal distributed with parameters (y, 1 ⁄ 2 ). Applying the formudiploid population with nonoverlapping generations, las for conditional mean and variance, this leads to
, with p assumed to be small, produces the effective population size per generation,
Intermediate allele frequencies: To check what hapand the covariance between individual survival and repens when the neutral allele is not rare, imagine that production in age class i is all 2N alleles at the locus are divided randomly into a large number of different neutral alleles with the same
frequency, say p ϭ 1/n. Then the variance of the change
in the sum of these frequencies is 0 since their sum is 1, giving In the population of heterozygotes bearing the rare allele the individuals also contribute to the next generanp d,g 2 /(2N) ϩ n(n Ϫ 1)c ϭ 0, tion as fathers. Writing b mi , mi 2 , and c mi for the mean, where c denotes the covariance between the change in variance, and covariance with survival for the number frequencies of two alleles. For large n this gives c Ϸ of offspring y m that an individual produces as a father Ϫp d,g 2 /(2Nn). Then we can redefine an allele as a group we find that the total number of individuals y f ϩ y m with of m of the original n alleles thus having frequency P ϭ the rare allele produced by a heterozygote has expected mp. The variance of the change in the frequency of this value (b i ϩ b mi )/2 and variance (b i ϩ b mi ϩ i 2 ϩ mi 2 )/2 allele is provided that there is no covariance between the number of offspring an individual produces as mother and as
father. The covariance between y m ϩ y f and the survival J i This argument also applies with separate sexes, supportis c i /2 ϩ c mi /2. The demographic variance for the subing the generality of results derived under the assumppopulation of heterozygotes has the same form as Equation of small allele frequencies. tion 3 but with variances and covariances accounting for reproduction and Mendelian segregation through both male and female function,
Demographic model: The mating system is assumed to be polygamous, with reproduction governed (or limited) by females. Let N be the population column vector
, where F i and M i denote the number of females and males in the ith age class.
The dominant eigenvalue of the expected projection matrix EA is determined only by the elements of the The projection matrix A giving the population vector expected female matrix EA ff , which therefore has the in the next time unit AN can then be partitioned into same dominant eigenvalue . Hence all sensitivities refour submatrices, each with k ϩ 1 rows and columns, lating to vital rates for males are 0. Elements of the two-sex projection matrix A are influenced by demographic and environmental stochas-(8a) ticity. The demographic variances and covariances of the elements are inversely proportional to the total popwhere A ff is the projection matrix for the female populaulation size (Engen et al. 2005) . The dynamics of the tion (Equation 1) and A mf is a matrix with all elements total population size can be approximated by a diffusion 0. The contribution from females to sons is given by process. Because the population dynamics are female biased, fluctuations in male abundance do not affect the long-run growth rate or the demographic and environmental variances. If the population at a particular time has a large number of males, in the absence of (8b) density dependence this will have no impact on future population sizes after some time has passed. Denoting the demographic variance for the total population and for females, respectively, as d 2 and df 2 , evaluated using the method of Engen et al. (2005) , we find where B f,m,i is the mean number of sons (second subthat d 2 ϭ df 2 /q. Hence, the total population can be apscript) per female (first subscript), while the contribuproximated by a diffusion with infinitesimal mean rN tion from males to sons is determined only by the surand infinitesimal variance d 2 N ϩ e 2 N 2 , while the fevival probabilities, male population has infinitesimal mean rF and infini-
. Using the transformation formulas for a one-dimensional diffusion process (appendix a), the diffusion for NЈ ϭ F/q has the same infinitesimal mean and variance as that for the total population, indicating, as discussed in the preceding (8c) paragraph, that the total population behaves like the female population, magnified by a factor 1/q. Expected dynamics of a rare allele: To compute the effective size of the population we assume a large total population size N ϭ ͚(F i ϩ M i ) and consider a neutral Here S m,i denotes the mean number of males in ageallele with a small frequency such that the total number class i surviving to the next time unit. The components of these alleles in the population is sufficiently large of these matrices are all realized mean values in a finite that a diffusion approximation for the dynamics of the population (not theoretical expectations) and therefore allele frequency is accurate. Then we can assume as an are stochastic variables. Using the same notation for the approximation that individuals carrying this allele alfemale projection matrix, we have ways are heterozygous and mate with individuals that lack this allele. Let the column vectors X ϭ (X 0 , X 1 , . . . ,
T represent the numbers of females and males, respectively, that are in different age groups (8d) and carry the rare allele. Writing Z ϭ (Z 0 , Z 1 , . . . ,
T for the full age-sex vector of allele numbers, the value of Z in the next time unit can be expressed as GZ, where G is the two-sex genetic projection matrix, which has the same structure as A but with Note that B m,f,i ϭ B m,m,i ϭ 0. We write s m,i for the expected somewhat different components. Partitioning G into value of S m,i and similarly for females. These expectathe same type of submatrices, G ff , G mf , G fm , and G mm , tions are then the probabilities of survival. For the expecthe contributions from males to the 0th age classes are tations of the realized birth rates B f,f,i and B f,m,i , we write no longer zeros since both sexes contribute genes to qb f,i and (1 Ϫ q)b f,i , where q is the probability that an the offspring. The variances and covariances of the eleoffspring is a daughter and the subscript f denotes conments also are different since sampling of alleles from tributions from females. The analogous contributions heterozygotes generates additional stochasticity. We assume that the numbers of offspring from fefrom males are 0. males in the ith age class are independent, identically on the population vector N the expected number of offspring also must be the same, ͚
variables with mean b f,i and variance f,i
2 and write B f,i ϭ B f,m,i ϩ B f,f,i for the realized mean number Dividing both sides by the total population size and substituting the sex-age distribution obtained from the deof offspring actually produced by the finite number of females in age class i. The offspring are of three types: terministic model (using expectations) yields q͚
Ϫi , where l m,i is the survival of individuals without the rare allele, daughters with the rare allele, and sons with the rare allele, occurring with males defined as for females.
We proceed to find the dominant eigenvalue of the probabilities 
Although the male contribunant eigenvalue for the total population also satisfies tions may have a complex structure of variances dethis equation and that both the sums must equal /2. pending on the mating system, the same argument apConsequently, should be computed from plies for the expected contributions from males. Writing g for the expectation of the genetic projection matrix
G and using the same decomposition gives which is identical to the equation for the dominant (9a) eigenvalue of the expected female projection matrix EA ff (Equation 8d ; appendix b), while the scaling of the expected birth rates for males is determined by
We use the term "female preference" to describe the age distribution of males chosen as mates by all females independent of female age and assume that in each (9b) time unit all offspring of a given female are fathered by a single male (see appendix c). Now consider the mean generation time for genes. Because we assume a constant sex ratio at birth, the mean age of mothers of newborn offspring is identical to the generation time of the female population, (9c) where l f,i ϭ ⌸ iϪ1 jϭ0 s f,j for i ϭ 1, 2, . . . , k is the female survival to age i and l f,0 ϭ 1 (Caswell 1989 (Caswell , 2001 ). Similarly, the mean age of fathers of newborn offspring is the same as the generation time of the male population,
ϪiϪ1 .
Thus the genetic generation time is T ϭ (T m ϩ T f )/2 (Emigh and Pollak 1979) . Effective population size: To simplify calculation of the demographic variance in the genetic projection matrix G, we initially assume no environmental stochasticity, which we later show has no direct influence on fluctuations in the frequency of a rare neutral allele (9d) and hence no impact on the momentary N e calculated from a diffusion approximation. Results of Engen et al. Since females and males produce the same numbers of offspring of each sex, there are constraints on the pa-(2005) can be employed to derive the diffusion approximation for the sum of the components of Z, denoted as rameters defining the male contributions. Conditioned
Z. If the demographic variance-covariance terms Cov
Ϫ1 and the others are 0, then the infinitesimal variance in the diffusion approxiThis implies that stochastic environmental effects on mation for Z is Ϸ d,g 2 Z, where the variance d,g 2 is a conthe subpopulation bearing the rare allele are perfectly stant. In appendix c we derive the demographic variances correlated with those influencing the total population and covariances of elements in the genetic projection since their changes are defined exactly by the same realmatrix G, as well as sensitivity coefficients of the exization of A at each time. Environmental stochasticity pected genetic projection matrix g, from which this therefore has no direct impact on the frequency of a variance can be calculated. neutral allele and influences N e only indirectly through In the absence of environmental stochasticity the diffluctuations in population size that it causes. fusion approximation for Z has infinitesimal mean rZ and infinitesimal variance d,g 2 Z, with T is the stable age-sex distribution given by neutral allele, p, and log total population size, ln N, in an the right eigenvector of the expected genetic projection age-structured population with two sexes in a fluctuatmatrix g (appendix c). The frequency of the rare allele ing environment. In the diffusion approximation the p ϭ Z/(2N) can now also be approximated as a diffusion process for p has infinitesimal mean 0 and infinitesimal with infinitesimal mean 0 and infinitesimal variance variance p(1 Ϫ p) (13) tal stochasticity. Sample paths for the bivariate diffusion process were generated numerically in discrete time by Although this derivation is based on the assumption of using the infinitesimal means to produce the expected a small allele frequency, the results can be applied for changes at each time step, to which were added random any allele frequency, by the same argument as that given normal deviates with means 0 and variances equal to the for a monoecious population (after Equation 7).
infinitesimal variances, updating the values of p and ln Constraints on environmental fluctuations in G: In the N at each time step. previous section individuals carrying the rare neutral alStochastic simulations also were performed for the lele always mate with others not bearing this allele. Hence, full age-structured model describing the dynamics of for these individuals there are no constraints linking numbers of the three genotypes. Comparison of the rethe number of offspring produced by males and females.
sults from these two approaches demonstrates that the When considering environmental fluctuations, howtwo-dimensional diffusion approximation accurately ever, by definition, stochastic fluctuations in the genetic predicts the distribution of ln N and p over a substantial projection matrix G exert the same effect on all individtime interval of many generations. In the full age-strucuals of a given sex and age. This implies that ͚B f,i F i ϭ tured model the total population size undergoes tran-͚B m,i M i exactly at each time step, where the deviations sient oscillations due to initial and stochastic deviations in the birth rates, such as ⌬B f,i ϭ B f,i Ϫ b f,i , are purely envifrom the deterministic stable age distribution (Caswell ronmental fluctuations, assuming that the population 1989, 2001). These oscillations are absent from the difis large enough to ignore demographic stochasticity.
fusion approximation, as reflected in quantiles of the Then, because Z will be close to the stable age-sex disdistribution of ln N in Figure 1 , which display oscillatribution for Np sufficiently large, we also have the contions in the full age-structured model, but are smooth straint ͚B f,i X i ϭ ͚B m,i Y i .
for the diffusion approximation. In contrast, the twoIn contrast, the demographic fluctuations in the trandimensional diffusion rather accurately describes the sition matrix G, arising in finite populations, are under distribution of allele frequency, p, in the full age-strucno such constraint, since demographic fluctuations in tured model. X and Y occur independently. Inserting the above con-
The next section develops a separate, analytical apstraint in the projection equation and eliminating the proach to extend the formulas for N e to longer time inter-B m,i (which are determined by annual realizations of the vals by accounting for deterministic changes and environ-B f,i ) we find for populations sufficiently large to neglect demographic stochasticity (N ӷ 2 d / 2 e ) that mentally driven fluctuations in total population size. et al. 2003) . Then, in a density-independent Our formulas for N e thus far are expressed as variance effective population sizes per generation, derived by age-structured population in a stochastic environment, with an initial total population size N(0), the logarithm multiplying the generation time by the infinitesimal variance in a diffusion approximation for the frequency of of total population size is asymptotically normally distributed (Cohen 1977 (Cohen , 1979 . The one-dimensional difa neutral allele (Equations 4, 7, and 13). These formulas therefore describe the current rate of random genetic fusion approximation for ln N(t) has infinitesimal mean r Ϫ 2 e /2 and infinitesimal variance 2 e , which are condrift per generation under prevailing conditions, including total population size, rather than across a longer stants; this identifies the diffusion approximation as a Wiener process, the solution of which is normal with mean time during which the population size may change or fluctuate considerably. Despite our assumption of densityln N(0) ϩ (r Ϫ 2 e /2)t and variance e 2 t (Lande and Orzack 1988). Using standard relationships between independent growth in deriving these formulas, these effective population sizes nevertheless are applicable to the moments of normal and lognormal distributions (Johnson and Kotz 1970) this leads to density-dependent populations, because conditions prevailing at a given time also can include the current population density. We now show how to extend these for- Integrating this from 0 to ⌬t and substituting the result We first evaluate the effective population size given into Equation 14 yields the effective population size per the process N(t) over some time interval ⌬t. Following generation during the time interval ⌬t, Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1969 we assume that this interval is sufficiently short (Ͻ2N e generations) so that the allele fre-
Extension of analytical formulas for
quency does not change much, ⌬t Ӷ 2N e T. Writing p ϭ Z/(2N) for the allele frequency, the variance of the which differs from the effective population size at time change in frequency is then 0 (Equation 13) by the last factor that includes deterministic growth and environmental stochasticity in total
population size.
To ensure accuracy of the correction factor in EquaThe drift per generation is Var(⌬p)T/⌬t, which we equate tion 15 over longer time intervals, three conditions should to p(1 Ϫ p)/(2N e ), giving apply. First, the population cannot be very small, because of the assumption that fluctuations in N are dominated
. (14) by environmental stochasticity rather than by demographic stochasticity, which typically implies that N Ն 100 individuals (Lande et al. 2003) . Second, as in classi-N h (⌬t) is the harmonic mean of the population sizes cal formulas for effective population size that account over the time interval.
for temporal fluctuations in N (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1969 ), If we know only the population size at time t ϭ 0 we Equation 15 holds only over time intervals Ӷ2N e generamust extend the expression for effective population size tions, during which the frequency of a neutral allele to include unknown future population sizes during a does not change much. Finally, as in classical formulas certain time interval. This can be accomplished by con-
for N e that depend on the mean and variance of lifetime sidering the unconditional variance of ⌬p rather than reproductive success (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1969 ; Crow and the above, which is conditioned on a particular series Kimura 1970; Hill 1972 Hill , 1979 , the population growth of population sizes during the time interval. Writing Ñ rate in the average environment, as well as the demofor the population process from time 0 to ⌬t we then graphic and environmental variances, may be density have dependent rather than being constants (Lande et al.
, restricting the application of Equation 15 to time intervals during which N does not change greatly. because E(⌬p|Ñ ) ϭ 0 for a selectively neutral allele. This establishes that if the harmonic mean is redefined as
Previous theories on the effective size of age-structured populations assumed a constant population size and constant age-sex structure (Felsenstein 1971 ; Hill then the formula for the effective population size remains the same as in Equation 14. 1972 Equation 14. , 1979 Emigh and Pollak 1979; Pollak 1980 Pollak , 2000 Nunney 1991 Nunney , 1993 Orive 1993) . This severely limits In the following formulas we assume for simplicity that the population is not very small, so that fluctuations in their applicability to natural populations in which all of these quantities fluctuate due to a combination of N are caused primarily by environmental stochasticity demographic and environmental stochasticity (Lande reproduction occurs by random sampling of gametes from within each age class, producing a Poisson distribuet al. 2003) . From simple models without age structure, and from their application to empirical data, it is known tion of family size from parents of each age, Equation 4b for a haploid population is equivalent to formulas that fluctuating population size is the most important factor in reducing the ratio of effective to actual populaof Felsenstein (1971) and Hill (1979) . For a monoecious population of constant size with discrete nonovertion size (Wright 1931 (Wright , 1969 Crow and Kimura 1970; Frankham 1995) . lapping generations (s i ϭ 0, u 0 ϭ 1, ϭ b 0 ϭ b m0 ϭ 1) Equation 7 reduces to N e ϭ 4N/(2 ϩ 0 2 ϩ m0 2 ), where Recent demographic results have approximated the stochastic density-independent growth of an age-struc-0 2 ϩ m0 2 is variance in family size through female plus male function. This agrees with the classical formula of tured population as a one-dimensional diffusion process with two or three parameters, the deterministic growth Wright (1931 Wright ( , 1969 , neglecting second-order terms (N ӷ 1), and under reproduction by random sampling rate in the average environment, r ϭ ln , and the environmental variance, e 2 (Lande and Orzack 1988), of gametes (variance in family size ϭ 2) we recover the ideal population with N e ϭ N. For a simplified life history as well as the demographic variance, d
2 (Engen et al. 2005) . We utilized these results to derive the effective with sex-and age-independent vital rates, the EulerLotka equation for a stable population shows that the size of a fluctuating age-structured population.
Our basic formulas for N e are derived from the infinibirth rate equals the death rate, b ϭ 1 Ϫ s, and the generation time is T ϭ 1/(1 Ϫ s); further assuming Poisson tesimal variance of a diffusion approximation, giving the sampling variance in the frequency of a neutral distributions of annual family sizes, Equation 7 reduces to N e ϭ N/(2 Ϫ 1/T ), which approaches N e ϭ N/2 as allele per unit time. Multiplying this by the generation time and equating to the sampling variance of allele the generation time becomes long. This agrees with a result derived under the same assumptions by Nunney frequency in an ideal population with nonoverlapping generations produce the effective population size per (1991) from a formula of Hill (1979) . We established by simulations that our general exgeneration (Equations 4, 7, and 13). It is therefore necessary to interpret these basic formulas as the effective pressions also can be employed to model a complex life history with population growth and environmentally population size per generation applying under conditions prevailing at a given time, including the current driven fluctuations in population size and age structure. Our two-dimensional diffusion approximation accupopulation size. These effective population sizes depend on demographic stochasticity and (in diploid popularately predicts the joint distribution of the frequency of a selectively neutral allele, p, and the total population tions) Mendelian segregation, but not on environmental stochasticity, which by definition affects the vital rates size, N, in a fluctuating age-structured population over several or many generations, as illustrated for a diploid of all genotypes in the same way and therefore has no direct influence on neutral allele frequency. Over longer population with separate sexes in Figure 1 . This applies for stochastic density-independent population growth, time intervals of a generation or more, deterministic population growth and environmental stochasticity impact under which the coefficients describing demographic, environmental, and genetic stochasticity remain constant, effective population size by causing changes in the actual population size. The effective population size at a while the effective population size continually changes with deterministic growth and stochastic fluctuations in given time, obtained from a diffusion approximation, can be extended to account for population growth and entotal population size. This theory should therefore be useful for studies of evolution in finite populations when vironmental stochasticity over longer time intervals (Equation 15) .
it is desirable to account for stochastic population dynamics and life history. It has long been understood from deterministic models that a close connection exists between the population the mean fitness used by population geneticists. Our results demonstrate that this connection extends to stochastic models since the demographic and environmental variances in vital rates are key factors influencing LITERATURE CITED not only stochastic population dynamics (Tuljapurkar Caballero, A., 1994 and their reproduction of daughters (the usual femaleistic dynamics of a density-independent age-structured biased demographic model), separately from survival of population can be applied to the expected dynamics of fathers and their reproduction of sons. a haploid (asexual) population, a monoecious population, or a population with separate sexes counting only females, as if the population were growing deterministi-APPENDIX C cally in the average environment (Tuljapurkar 1982 , Sensitivity coefficients of the expected genetic projec-1990; Caswell 1989 Caswell , 2001 . Assuming that the expected tion matrix g: Denote the left and right eigenvectors of reproductive rates of any two sequential age classes are the expected female matrix, a ff ϭ EA ff , respectively, as v f ϭ nonzero, the population asymptotically approaches a sta-(v f,0 , v f,1 , . . . , v f,k ) and u f ϭ (u f,0 , u f,1 , . . . , u f,k ) T . These ble expected age distribution and a constant expected satisfy the eigenvalue equations v f a ff ϭ v f and a ff u f ϭ growth rate. The vital rates for individuals in the ith u f . The solutions are unique if we require that the age class in the average environment are the expected elements of the right eigenvector sum to 1, as well as reproductive rate, b i , and probability of survival, s i , per that ͚u f,i v f,i ϭ 1. Then u f is the stable age distribution unit time. The dominant eigenvalue, , of expected proand v f is proportional to the reproductive value vector. jection matrix, EL, gives the asymptotic multiplicative Further, the sensitivities are ‫‪a‬ץ/ץ‬ ff,ij ϭ v f,i u f,j (Caswell growth rate of the expected population size per unit 1978, 1989, 2001) . Eigenvectors of the pure male matrix, time when the expected age structure has achieved a a mm , obtained by omitting the factor 
